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I. Introduction

In a paper On the Weddle surface and some analogous loci\ I have studied

the class of surfaces and curves defined as the loci of vertices of general

cones passing through certain definite numbers of generic fixed points in

space.

This investigation may be extended to such systems of cones with

nodal generatrices. For this purpose it is obviously necessary to make use

of the properties of the discriminant of a ternary form, to which the inter-

section of a cone with a generic plane reduces.

II. The discriminant of a ternary form

Let

(1) CB=DaaPTX«F^ = 0,    a + ß + y = n,

be an irreducible plane «-ic ; then the discriminant A of C„ is a homogeneous

polynomial of degree 3(« — l)2 in the coefficients.  If

(2) a«i0iTi   a<<íft¡va   a<*ihyt'' ' a"k3k'rk>

pi+pi+p3+ • • • +pk=n, denotes the general term of A, the indices and

exponents of the a's have the property that each term of A has the same

weight »(« —l)2 with respect to each of the three indices,f i. e.

(3) ai^i + aipi + • ■ • + ctkpk = ßiPi + ßipi + • • ■ + ßkpk

= yipi + yzPî + • • • + ykpk = »(» — l)2.

III. The «-ic through the projections from a generic point in space

OF  iV = »(«+3)/2  POINTS  UPON A  PLANE

Following a procedure similar to that of the paper mentioned above,

let Aifafaéaéaj), i = l, 2, • • • , N, be the fixed points and P(xxx2x3Xi)

the center of projection,   so   that  the  projection of  Ai upon  xt = 0  is
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i4|'(o***4—a¿Xk), k — 1, 2, 3, or using cartesian coordinates for the points

in space, Aí(x—ai, y — bi, z—d). The plane «-ic through the points A\

is in determinant form

Xn Xn-iY . . . XaY»Zi • • •     Z-

(x-ai)n(x-ai)n-\y-bi) ■ ■ ■   (x-ai)a(y-bx)f>(z-ci)i ■ ■ ■ (z-ci)n

\(x-ax)n(x-ay)"-l(y-bH) - ■ ■ (x-oK)a(y-bK)i'(z-cl,)-' ■ • ■ (z-c„)»\

Thus, denoting the reduced expression by

(5) 2Zo«ßyX"YßZy - 0,

and following a procedure similar to that of my previous paper, from (4)

it is seen that the coefficient aaß7 is of degree \n(n+l)(n+2)—a in x,

\n(n+l)(n+2) — ß in y, and gw(«+l)(«+2) — y in z.

IV.  Curves  with  singularities

We now construct the discriminant of (5) which has the form expressed

by (2). According to the result just stated in the foregoing sections, its

degree in x will be that of a*lfilTl • a?29î72 • • • in *, or

E[*»(« + 1)0* + 2) - x*i]pi = \n(n + l)(n + 2)3(n - l)2 - n(n - 1)K

As this may be written in the form

— 3(n — 1) n-
3 2

it follows that the degree in x (and also in y and z) is equal to one third times

the degree of the discriminant of a ternary n-ic, times the order of the n-ic,

times the number of points necessary to determine a plane n-ic.

The expression A in its reduced form is a polynomial in x, y, z of this

same degree, since (y = 0, z = 0), which is a generic line with respect to

A = 0, cuts the surface A = 0 in as many points as there are roots in the result-

ing equation A(x, 0, 0)=0. As the coefficients of A contain each triple

x — ai, y — bi, z—d homogeneously of degree «, the fixed points Ai are mul-

tiple points of order 3«(« —l)2 of A = 0. Moreover a point on the join of

two ^4,'s is the vertex of 3(« —l)2 «-ic cones with singular generatrices.

Hence the

Theorem. The locus of vertices of n-ic cones with nodal generatrices

through 5«(«+3) generic points in space is a surface of order \(n —1)2«2(«+3),

which has each of these points as a multiple point of order 3n(n — I)2, and each

join of two of these points as multiple line of order 3(n—l)2.
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V.  Examples

In case of five points, « = 2, the order of A = 0 is w —10. This can easily

be verified geometrically. The five points in groups of three can be joined

by 10 planes. Each plane with any plane through the join of the two re-

maining points forms a degenerate cone through the five points. Thus the

first of these two planes may be considered as the locus of vertices of oo1

degenerate cones. The same is true for each of the remaining 9 planes.

Through the join of two of the five points pass three of these planes, so

that this join is a triple line of the surface. Through each of the five points

there are six of these planes, so that the point is six-fold for the surface.

These numbers are in agreement with the numbers in the general case.

Cubic cones.    For » = 9, we may restate the

Theorem. The locus of vertices of cubic cones with singular generatrices

through 9 points is a surface of order 108, with 36-fold points at these points

and with each join of two as a 12-fold line.

A plane p through three of the 9 points cuts the surface in a plane curve

of order 108. But each of the three sides of the triangle determined by the

three points must be counted 12 times in the intersection, so that the curve

of intersection proper is of order 108 — 48 = 60 which has 12-fold points at

each of the (6 • 5)/2 = 15 points of intersection of the joins of the six

points outside of p with p. The Weddle surface determined by the six

points cuts p in a quartic which passes singly through each of the 15 points.

This is a component part of the curve of order 60 because each point of this

quartic is the vertex of a quadric cone which together with p forms a de-

generate cubic cone. The residual curve of vertices in p of non-degenerate

singular cubic cones is therefore a curve of order 56 with 11-fold points

at the 15 points.

In the previous paper the existence of a curve Fi2 is established from

whose points the 9 points are projected into 9 base points of a pencil of

cubics. There are 12 singular cubics in every pencil. Consequently every

point of Fiü is the vertex of 12 cubic cones with singular generatrices.

From this it follows that the surface of order 108 has Rx2 as a 12-fold sin-

gular line.
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